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Cong ress refuses
to help fund Sigm a
Chi' s Derb y Days
By Brent Rossi

Comment staff
The largest crowd in recent
memory filled the SGA gallery to
overflowing as the Congress
voted not to co-sponsor Sigma
Chi's Derby Days at Tuesday
night's meeting.
At the meeting of February 23,
the SGA voted to allocate the
entire $1,000 of the Greek
Activities account to Sigma Chi
to purchase T-shirts for the Derby
Days activities. Derby Days is an
event run on campuses across the
country by Sigma Chi chapters,
in which the competitors, mostly
women, participate in the
festivities.
SGA President Tom Devin

precedent here," stated Darcy. "If
we (other fraternities and
sororities) come up, we want to
be damn sure that we get funded,
too." Darcy stated that anytime
Phi Pi Delta has come up in the
past for funding, the fraternity
has been "shot down, year after

year."
Devin said that anyone who
pays their SGA fee may come up
and ask for money.
"We look into each thing
individually," stated Devin. "It
has to fly on it's own merit.
That's the only way I see it."
Congressman Patrick Pearce
brought up several points relating
to the fact that the SGA does not
usually fund fraternities and
sororities.

Members of many of BSC's fraternities and sororities. as well as other concerned students,
watch the Derby Days debate at Tuesday's SGA meeting. (Staff photo by Steve McPhee)

Acad einic Policies Com mitte e
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information was needed on the
subject before he would sign it:
At Tuesday's meeting, Fernald
submitted a new motion to take
the $1,000 out of the SGA

reserves.
Discussion on the motion
began with representatives of
other campus fraternities and
sororities questioning whether
they will receive funding for
events that they want to run.
paniel Darcy, president of Phi
Pi Delta, summed up everyone's
concerns about this.
"You're dealing with a touchy
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...

fraternities." Because fraternities
and sororities do not meet the
criteria of SGA clubs and
organizations they are not funded,
said Pearce. The SGA, he
continued, requires open elections
of officers, a constitution and an
itemized budget.
"Another reason," said Pearce,
"is that frats are selective. clubs
don't have that option." Pearce
was referring to the fact that in
some fraternities and sororities,
you may be excluded from
joining by members of the the

cont. on p. 2

At their fourth meeting of the
academic year, the Academic
Policies Committee endorsed a
measure .that will increase spring
break from one to two weeks for

the year 1988-89.
The calendar proposed by
Acting President Robert Dillman
specified a two week spring break
from March 11to28 and a single
reading day each semester before
finals, but did make a request that
the committee consider expanding
those reading days. to 2 per

rr<>re8sor:Ri~bard '\Vayte &the
· Speech Communication, Theater
Arts and Communication Disorder department was among the
first to support the proposal.
Wayre stated that the change
from one week to two had played
havoc with the children's theater
program. He claimed that the one
week vacation creates an unworkable arrangement in which
students involved are required to
give up a great deal as far as class
and work. The audience that the
theater draws, which is between
8000 and 9000 children, requires

two

qf which run into school

time. "In addition'', he concluded,
"1 haven't found anyone .who
prefer$ one week to two."
Professor Charles Robinson of
the Burnell Laboratory School
warned that a change back to two
weeks would dislocate a vast
amount of students. "Student
teachers and athletes don't get a
break at all," he remarked. "When
the dorms are closed for two
weeks, they have no place to live
for two weeks. A whole lot of
things are affected by this
cont. on p. 5

SGA delegation
loses D.C. votes
By Bill Bilodeau
Comment staff

Lyn Jenkins, Jim Curtin and Heidi Eklund, rehearse their parts in the BSC Children's Thea. tre production of The Two Maples, to be performed March 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15 in the
campus" Center Auditorium. (Staff photo by Paul Cour~oyer.)

ran into conflict: they were denied

Five members of the
Bridgewater State Student Government Association travelled to
Washington D.C. last weekend to
attend a conference held by the
United States Student Association.
The USSA is the national
version of the State Student
Association of Massachusetts
(SSAM). a network of SGAs
from all the schools in the
Massachusetts state college
system,. "It's like the SGA of all
the .state SG As," said Lisa
Vielleux, president of SSAM.
Once BSC representatives
Charles Konstantinidis, Toby
Krasnow,· Grace DeAbreu, David
White and Robert Berkovitz

their voting privileges because
they did not have the proper
minority mix.
Student Court Justice Konstantinidis, the senior mem her of the
BSC delegation, was told by
Christopher Cabaldon, USSA's
Affirmative Action coordinator
for the conference, that
Bridgewater was to be placed on
probation and denied their voting
rights because the group did not
include enough minority
members.
"I had no idea what he was
talking about," said Konstantinidis. "We weren't ever told
about it. I have no problem with
that kind of guideline, but we
didn't even know it existed."
Vielleux~ a BSC. student, who
organized the trip for the J3SC

reached the nation's capital, they

cont. onp.2
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No money for Sigma SGA delegation Ios~S;Y~fQ~'
cont.from p. 1
group, while SGA sanctioned
organizations must accept anyone
that wants to join.
"I will not vote for anything
for a frat," Pearce said later in the
meeting. "That's the price you
pay. I will not say 'yes' to any
fraternity project."
James Waters, who is the
director of Sigma Chi's Derby
Days, emphasized the fact that
the money would not be going to
Sigma Chi itself, but to sponsor
the event.
"You're ·not funding a
fraternity," stated Waters, "you're
funding a charity. Last year we
ran, the event at a loss. The
biggest thing this year is getting
the money for the T-shirts. We
want to make a profit of two to
three thousand dollars if someone
will pick up the cost of the
T-shirts."
The issue of campus participation surfaced when Charles
Konstantinidis, a concerned student, asked how many males were
going to be participating in the
event.Fernald answered 50 to 60.
When someone from the gallery
asked how many males outside of
Sigma Chi would be participating, Fernald responded
"Between five and ten." Fernald
later said that it would be on a
first-come, first·serve basis.
Members of Sigma Chi stated
that other events on campus,
such as dances, also limit the

Timothy Millerick, who is the
advisor to both SGA and the
Greek Council, said that the SGA
must consider several factors, the
first of which was SGA's own
funding process.
Millerick said that the SGA
only funds recognized organizations, and that the organizations
must be totally open to the
members of the campus.
"The. Greeks are closed," said
Millerick. "The SGA must decide
if this is really the funding of an
organization or the co-funding of
an event. If it's the funding of an
event, then it must be open. You
must figure out what you
consider open."
When all the discussion was
ended, and the vote w.as taken, the
motion to allocate the money
was defeated4-ll-2.
Devin spoke with the Greeks
after the meeting, urging them to
come up before SGA in the
future to secure funds. He
emphasized the fact that they
must be totally open with
Congress.
"If you people are honest with
us," said Devin, "they (Congress)
have to be honest with you.
Open your mouths; ask for more
money."
Devin stressed that although
Sigma Chi did not receive the
money, progress is being made in
SGA/Greek relations. He said
that under past administrations,
the issue would. not have even

contJromp. I
delegation, said she also wasn't

aware of the restriction.

"It might be ·my ·fault. I
have to look over my literature
on this to be sure," she
commented.
The following day. the

delegates were informed. that
they would be granted votes for
two of ·their five members.
Krasnow and White were
chosen to vote for the college.
. All· th~ students felt that they
did not miss out on any major
votes.
''Luckily~" said Viell<;:ux.

fthere weren't any big votes. If
they'd had any major ones, we
would have gotten something
in the mail."
Regardless, the way the
situation was handled upset the
delegates.
1

Vielleux added, 'Tm writing
a letter to the president and
vice president (of USSA). This
is reverse discrimination.
Affirmative .Action is good,
but you can't get carried away.
Maybe Ws time they looked
into the process."
She also said that she hopes
that the delegates "learned

something there

that they c;a11

snare.· with .other. people here,
You can't just lo9k at the
negative aspects of the _trip.
Hopefully, some good things
happened, too. I think these
trips are good for the school.
They help us to see what's
going on elsewhere."
Konstantinidis disagreed.
"If it (a trip) crone up again 1
I would say ifsnot worth itto
the students. We should look
into it more. I.agree with what
{USSA) stands fort but I don't
think that the way ·they are
running things, they. can be

very effective."

Appointments solve invalid election
By Brent Rossi
Comment staff
SGA Elections Director Elizabeth Hallal declared the elections
held on February 17 .and 18
invalid. Subsequently, SGA
president Tom Devin filled the
vacant seats by appointment, as
is stated in the SGA constitution.
Michael Mulcany. who was
the only candidate for the office
of vice-president, was appointed
and approved by Congress, as
was Bill Bilodeau as Congressman for the Class of 1988.
Christine Vedovelli and Curtis
Landsberger, the two top votegetters in the invalid election

Class of 1989.
Problems arose in the election
·because Landsberger was accused
of violating elections procedure;
Landsberger countered that the
procedures are vague, and that he
was not properly informed of the
procedures. Landsberger was disqualified from the election, but
received the appointment from
Devin regardless.
At Tuesday night's meeting,
Devin said that the wording in
the SGA Constitution is ambiguous, and should be amended.
"Make it so a three-year-old
can understand them," Devin
implored.
Landsberger spoke on his own

war," Landsberger stated. "I'd like
to do the best job I can. I don't
want to fight anymore."
Congressman Patrick Pearce
stated that the elections rules are
only guidelines.
"The elections director can use
them at their own discretion,"
said Pearce. He continued by
saying that when he was elections director, all the candidates
violated the rules, but he dealt
with the infractions in ways other
than disqualifying the candidates.
"What happened (during the
election) doesn't matter," Pearce
said. "The question is whether he
(Landsberger) is the most
appropriate candidate."
The Congress voted 13-0-4 to
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Tony's Cantina

SHEA-DURGIN LECTURE SERIES

39Broad St.
Brid ewater Center

697-1433
after 4 p.m.

Daily Luncheon Specials
or order from our regular menu

The Gentlemen of First Durgin
·
Present:

ACTING-PRESIDENT
DR. ROBERT DILLMAN

Special Steak & Cheese Sub.
Buy one, bet one free.

$3.25

Omlettes with your choice of Broccolli &
Cheese, Ham & Cheese, or Bacon & Cheese

$2.99

Bu a Pizza Get one 1 2 Price

Cheese Pizza & a Pitcher of Beer - $5. 00
During Sports .Games (Celts, Bruins, Sox),
Cheese Pizza & a Pitcher only $3.50!

President Dillman w-elcomes all
students to come up to Shea-Durgin
.
and chat with him.

MONDAY
MARCH 7th
7:30 p.m.
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BSC students pr efer D uk ak is an d B us h
By Collin T. Manzo and the
RISE group
Special to The Comment
With the Massac husetts Primary less than a week away, (one
of the States involve d in the
March 8th "Super Tuesday" contest) the Comm ent, in cooperation with the RISE group,
polled .300 registe red student
voters. Polling sheets were
handed out through out the campus to student s who stated they
are plannin g to vote in the
Massachusetts Primary.
Of 300 student s who were
polled, 41 % were Democ rats,
21 % were Republ icans, while
38% of the students remain ed
Independents.
The 41 % Democ rat preference
came as no suspris e. Many
student s express ed their displeasur e with the current Reagan
Administration, citing that it was
time for a change . ·rhe strong
Democ rat suppor t can also be
attribut ed to the strong statewide domina nce of the Democratic Party.
The 21 % Republ ican prefer- ·
ence was made up of student s
who felt Ronald Reagan has been
a great president. The majority of
the Republ ican vote came from
student s who express ed conservative viewpoints. A great number of BSC student Republ icans
express ed their support for con-

of the Independents casting votes
for Democrat candidates.

Polit ical Party Prefe rence

Jesse Jackso n- Jackson finished second and enjoyed some
degree of success among Bridgewater students. Most Bridgewater
Democ ratic student s feel he
would make a better ambass ador
or secretar y of state instead of
president. Some feel he will get
the vice-president nomination and
they would vote for a ticket with
Jackson on it. The issue of race
was not really hit upon. Student s
who voted for him like his views
on bringin g Americ a forward in
the area of social concerns, such
as elderly issues, educati on programs and a more even distribution of income. His BSC success also paralle ls a nationa l
trend, as of late.

62

Dem ocrat s

Dem ocrat ic Cand idate
resul ts
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BSC student s, Gephar dt placed
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third. His suppor t came from
c.>
~
students who, for whatev er reason, didn't like Dukakis, and were polled, severa l are AI Gore
not swayed to Jackson . A few support ers. Althou gh they know
student s like his protect ionist Gore doesn't stand a chance
in
trade stands. One student, whose Massac husetts , they were very
family owns a small farm in enthusi astic about the "Supe1
Lakevi lle, said that she was Tuesda y" primari es and caucuse
~
going to vote for him, althoug h in tbe south. They feel Dukaki
s
she thinks Dukaki s will win will get the nomina tion and Gore
easily. Most students really didn't would have a good chance
of
know that much about Gephardt.
getting the vice-presidential nomination , becaus e of his strong
Paul Simon - He receive d southern support . They also liked

8

..,

who believe he is the most· uberal of the Democ rats. Some
student s related that they felt
sorry for him and his ill-fated
campai gn and have high regard
for him. Many student s made
comments on his bow-tie.
Al Gore- Among the students
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Cuomo picked up four votes and
comedian Pat Paulsen scored one.
Repub licans:
*Indep endents include d in final
percentage.
George Bush- Among BSC
studen t Republ icans. George
Bush placed first. The Bush
support came from students.· who

remain in office. Some students
believe he deserve s the nomination because of his eight-year
tenure as vice-president.

Bob Dole- The majority of
student s who voted for Dole feel
his less conserv ative and more
modera te blend of conservatism
would be perfect in addressing the
fiscal problem s facing the governmen t and nation. Dole rccci."cd

. oters ·casting· bal ots

C:lte· .1.s·

associafl(~l'l<t6 . the··

Gary Hart.,. He received one
vote.

Undec ided

and

others -

Those who voted undecid ed said
they were not sure as of this
time. A majorit y, howeve r, were
leaning toward Dukaki s ... Mario

The Candid ates- A closer
look
* Indepen dent votes added in
total percentage
Mike Dukak is- The Duke
received the highest percentage in
this poll. Most student s who
plan on voting for him said they
would vote for him because he is
the govern or of the state. Many
student s express ed their support
for him by saying he would be a
good leader and would do a lot for
the country in the way of
educat ion, employ ment, and
would be able to best address the
govern ment's fiscal problem s. ·
Some students believe he is a bit
weak in the area .of foreign
affairs. They felt, howeve r, he
would make good cabinet and
foreign administration selections.
One other reason students express
their vote for Dukaki s is because
they do not know enough about
the other Democ ratic candidates.
Dukakis also receive d a majority

I
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and deploy ment, and
peace
through strategi c strength . It is
interes ting to note that many
student s who cast ballots for
Republ icans had some type of
military background.
A rather interest ing statlstic is
the 38% Indepen dent vote. An
overwh elming numbe r of students (predominantly under-class
membe rs) stated that they were
"unclea r" about the differen ces
between the two parties and voted
for the candida te most appealing
to them. Other Indepen dents expressed the willing ness to have
the party option and not be
commit ted to either.

Repu blica n Cand idate
resul ts

App lica tion s are now
ava ilab le from
Stu den t Ser vice s for the
.ll. ®®® ®l[!l]] )J]]l@ lf
@rrft czIBl£.®.lkft ®ru JL@ ~ cfil@ tr
®lka!ITIT

Get inv olv ed !
Ap ply No w!
Applications are due March 23

Reagan·. ··~.ad~

for the RepubU catr .·. canqida~~·
ministr ation and foel he would Some studeht s feel . that Dole
continu e the Reagan agenda .
wo1dd best'be suitecfto-working
Many student s ·voiced his vast with a Democ ratic control led
foreign policy experie nce and
congres s; and in effect would be
would like to see a conserv ative cont. onp.·5
9

Kaplan
"Early Bird"classes.
Take one an d
fly high on tes t day.
Want high scores on the MCAT, LSAT,
GM.AT, DAT, or GRE? Then get into high
gear with a Kaplan "Early Bird" class. .
We 'II prepare you for one of these careershaping exam s and still leave you plenty of
time to spare. And if you need a quick
refresher before the exam , bone up with our
Test-N-Ta1xt series at any of our 120 centers.
Right up to the last minute.
So enroll. Today. Be~ause every one
knows what the early bird gets.

!KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Prep now for March GMAT, April MCAT,
and more.
.

Boston 266-TEST·
Cam brid ge 868 . .TEST
N'ewton Centre 964-TEST
'•
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Get OOoA> off the service fee!

• Get American Express® Travelers Cheques on-the-spot at any
of over 230 BayBank offices.
~ Get 50 % off the service fee with a BayBank Card.

Save _on international travelers checks, too!
• Get international travelers checks on-the-spot at 80 BayBank offices.
· Call your Customer Service Center for the office nearest you.
• Get 50 % off the service fee with a BayBank Card.
• You can lock in the current exchange rate.
Visit any BayBank office this month for American
·
Express Travelers Cheques. And Save!
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24-Hour Customer Service Centers:

BayBank Boston 648-8330, BayBank First Easthampton 586-86DO,
BayBank Harvard Trust Company 648-8330, BayBank Merrimack Valley 475-3620,
BayBank Middlesex 387-1808, BayBank Norfolk County Trust Company 461-1740,
BayBank 801.~theast 1-800-447-6800, BayBank Valley Trust Company 732-5510

Members FDIC
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Academic Policies
cont. from p. 1
decisions on academic considerchange.' 1
ations."
The proposal was amended to
Profes sor John Heller of the
expres s concer n for displac ed Art depar tment
oppos ed
studen ts (studen t teache rs, ath- argum ents that
the increa sed
letes and foreig n exchan ge length of the vacatio
n would be
students inclusive) almost unan- to the detrim ent
of studen ts
imous ly to addres s Robins on's returning to class after
break. "I
concern.
don't see any strong reason to
A second amendment made by reduce to one week. Any break
Dean of Contin uing Educa tion affects class, even Thank
sHenry Fannin g, which also giving."
passed , conce rned "merg ed
Before the final vote, Profess.or
classe s". Merge d classes are Floria n Mucke nthale r of the
those which meet after 4 p.m. as Biology department made a final
part of the regula r day schedule motion to amend the proposal to
into which night studen ts are mainta in a one week spring
aliowe d to enroll due to the break. The amend ment was
traditio nally low enrollm ent in defeated by a close vote: five for,
those courses.
two against and two abstaining.
· In the final vote, the propos al
The major stumbling block for with amendments passed
overthe schedu le was, howev er, the whelmingly 104-0.
decisio n to expand spring break
Marc Gensler, the only student
back to two weeks. Profes sor member of the committee
present
Jacque line Enos of the Foreign at the meeting, expressed
reserved
Langu ages depart ment argued enthus iasm for the
propos al.
agains t the change on ethical 'This isn't the final
word. The
groun ds. "I can live with All Colleg e Comm
ittee can
adjustments made in the calendar revers e our decisio n
and the
for only justifi able academ ic presid ent can revers
e that,"
reason s," said Enos. She was explained Gensler.
echoe d by Profes sor Frank
In other business, the Academic
Sterre tt of the Manag ement Policie s Comm ittee
agreed to
Scienc e and Aviati on Scienc e form a sub-co mmitte e
to look
depart ment who stated, "One into a possib le propos al
for a
week gives students enough time. Cooperative Educat ion Grant
to
We should base all of our Bridgewater State College.

Co mm en t election poll
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College S tu de nt s:

THERE'S ONLY
ONE PLACE TO
GO AND THAT'S

OPS!
• for package handler positions that earn
$8- 9/ho ur
• for flexible day and evening shifts
• for full time benefits with a part time position
• for friendly people and fun

cont.from p. 3
for Dole liked his long standing
career as a senato r and house
majority leader during the Reagan
years. He is looked upon as being
a Washi ngton insider . This, in
many studen t's opinio n, makes
him the most qualifi ed to be
president.
Jack Kemp - Jack Kemp' s
·support came from students who
consider themselves ultra-conservatives. Although Kemp received
only 11 percent, his supporters
arc out there. Students who voted for. Kemp expres sed their
support for SDI research and deploym ent, and were very critical
of soviet intentions in the area of
arms control. Bis supporters are .
realist ic about his chance s of
getting the nomin ation, which
are slim. Yet, they do think he

.' , . ·... .. .

Pat

Rober tson-

If Pat
Robertson's "invisible army" is
out there it didn't show at
Bridgewater State College. Robertson did very poorly and many
students expressed a certain fear
of him. Other studen ts felt he
was unelectable and undesirable,
but felt he was adding numbers to
the Republican ranks.
Undec ided and others There was a high number· of
Republicans who remain ed undecided. The majority of Republican students who voted undecided were still not sure if they
supported George Bush or Bob
Dole.
Other Republicans receiv ing
votes were Ronald Reaga n with
three.
......__.,..._

_____________________

A& A Me tro So uth
Lii no usi ne .Se rvi ce
"ECegance Jn<Iransportation"
697-0017
Any Spe cial Occ asio n
. Airports
Weddin.gs~ Prom s
Corporate Clients ._ Sporting Events
Concerts
· Night.on the Tow n.
Complementary Champagne
Chauffeurs
· Stretch Lim?. .

.24H ourS ervic e
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. ay,
Bro ckto n OR Contact you r Career Plac
emen t Offi ce for more info rma tion .
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Two week spring
break should be
returned to BSC

U.S. should take a stand on South Africa
Doing nothing is an embarassment

do everything in its power to end happiness abridged any longer.
the evil of Apartheid. South That is what the American
Africa has 5 million whites Revolution was about and that is
By Marc J. Gensler
whereas there are 33 million what this one is about.
Comment staff
Recently, the Academics Policy Committee made their
blacks living there.
What can America do? It has
recommendations for the 1988-89 academic calendar.
No matter what any white already started doing something.
This week started in South
The ma~or changes include only one reading day at the
South African or senile U.S. Sending a black ambassador to
conclusion of each semester, and a two-week spring
Africa with the arrests of Bishop
President may think, the odds are that country was a hell of
break. The break, if approved, will begin on March 11,
Desmond Tutu and Reverend
on the 33 million blacks to get message to send to Pretoria.
and we would return to classes on March 27.
Allan Boesak. These are two of
their way eventually. Wouldn't it Colleges and universities diAltho_ugh ~o reading days is preferable to one, time
South Africa's more prominent
be nice for the United States to vesting their stock in companies
constramts d1ct~te that it must be this way ·to have a
religious leaders. What heinous
two-week spring break.
crime were these two dastardly pick the winners of a revolution that do business in South Africa
just once. After blowing it in also helps. It is time to place
Another drawback to the proposal is the fact that we
crim~nals partaking in? They
Iran and Nicaragua it's about time total and complete economic
must go one extra week in May. This means that
were leading a peaceful demonfor theUS to finally take a stand sanctions against South Africa.
graduaiion exercises for the Class of 1989 will be held
stration to the South African
against tyrants and murderers and When America does this other
only three days after the last day of finals.
Parliament to present a petition.
align ourselves with the future nations will follow. We have to
But, two weeks, like two heads, are better than one. It
So, how. did the minority
gives students and professors a chance to catch up on
government react? They pulled leaders of countries that are likely set the example.
Many ask "Won't sanctions
to have a change in leadership, as
work missed during the dregs of February. It gives
out water cannons, arrested the
in South Africa.
you're
trying to impose hurt
students that are going away for their vacation a chance
demonstrators, drenching the petWhy
hasn't the U.S. done blacks more than the minority
to take advantage of lower travelling expenses ( airline
ition in the process. No matter,
much to try to stop Apartheid?
government?" To answer this I
·rates are cheaper on weekdays than on weekends); two
the South African leaders will
Because
the
South
Africans
are
will use the words of Donald
weeks allows students to work for part of their break to
receive· a copy ~f the petition.
sitting
on
the
world's
best
supply
Woods
who was here at BSC
make some money.
Perhaps the soaked one would
of diamonds, gold and most giving a lecture on South Africa
Also, it gives travelling students extra time to do
make a bigger statement.
importantly uranium. Without last week. He noticed that it was
midterm papers that are due upon returning.
So, what did the United States
that precious ore, uranium, our the white minority advancing this
F~:>r those students that aren't going away, it is usually
do in response to the outrageous
bombs won't destroy the world argument against sanctions.
easier to return to work for two weeks as opposed to
behavior? The State Department
the number of times they're Since when do they have the best
one. It also makes moving out of the dorms seem more
comdemned the arrest of Archinterests of blacks at heart?
worth while.
bishop Tutu and said the South supposed to.
In
the Reagan era, known for
Secondly and more importantly
And most of all, it gives everyone on campus a chance
African government is denying
its
military
build-up,
there
was
he
said that both Rev. Boesack
to sit back and breathe a bit, and to enjoy the early spring
blacks the right of peaceful
no way the administration was and Bishop Tutµ support the idea
New England weather.
protest.
, Faculty members may oppose the idea, feeling that
No kidding! Gee, I bet the going to give up its precious of sanctions. If sanctions will
supply· of nuclear material. This· bring blacks that much closer to
u .... 5 _,.111uJn~"'f~t~en"'~,~~\\~l~~.,;per:i<ldo£,,tj.me,~ . ,..,,. .§~~uth African goverment is just
,.
""''''
but Chey ~nay be surpris~d to find people handing in
qua~~Tn'[;t'r~om""l'lit wrath of the . reason thmrg1rvana:·Jrr~··tns~!ff't't¥"""''"ffl"
wash
anymore.
It
is
time
for··•
the
sacrifice
necessary
to
sustain
work on time upon returmng because of the extra week
United States. the beacon of
the students would have to complete assignments.Two
freedom and the protector of America to say that it won't idly a trade embargo. Every day that
~eeks would also keep st111dents from skipping classes
justice in the free world. Isn't it sit by and allow 33 million goes by that the United States
JUSt before brealHhe extra tyeek would allow travel time,
about time that the United States people have their God given right does nothing the greater the
so a fullweek c~n be spentrin their tropical hideaway. ·
take a stand for what is right and to life, liberty and the pursuit of embarassment to the rest of us.

Commentary

The. cal.e.n. d.. ar 1s rto.tfi.n8:1\at this time. It must. first go to
the ~lt-Col~ege Commlt\tee, .and then on to Acting
~resident. D.1llman, e.ithe.r. hf which can· shoot down the
idea and ask for revisions. \
The chairman for the ~11-College Committee is Dr.
Charles Angell of the Eng\ish Department; his office is
located on t~e third floor of. Tillinghast Hall.The student
representatives on the committee are Daniel Darcy, .. Newsworthy
Vmcent Fernald and Margaret Hayes. No matter what
you feel about this issue, make your opinion heard by
By Bill Bilodeau
th~se peopl~. The student representatives are their to
Comment staff
voice your views. If you cannot find any of these people
around campus, notes may be left for them in the SGA
In the Maxwell Library, on
office, located on the third floor of the Campus Center.
the first floor, in front of the

Fascinating reading material for
insomniacs or the terminally bored

main. desk, stands a large book-

case.
I mention this for the
benefit of those few students who
have not had to go around it in
order to get out the Jront door
which is located at ·the back
the library; I also mention it for
those of you who have avoided

of

th~ case, but have not taken the
ti.me to inspect its contents.
The bookcase serves as a
display for the incredible selection of books available at the
library for your reading enjoyment. Of course, the library
staff want you, the reader, to
enjoy the widest possible range
of literature. Therefore, every few
weeks, they change the books on
display. You have to be quick to
keep up, or you might risk
missing such tantalizing titles as

Irish Farming, The Geophysiology of Amazonia or 300
Years of Gravitation °( really, has

it only been that long?).
Now, I know what you're
thinking: "Such unbelievably
interesting books as these will
.undoubtly be gone before I can
get there." Do not fear. If yo_u
miss out on these literary
masterpieces, you can always opt
for Multi-Computer Architecture

for Artificial Intelligenc_e or
Lenin and the Mensheviks.
O.K., so some of you
Computer Science and History
majors are saying to yourselves,
"That does sound fascinating!"
You're not alone. Even as you

cont. onp. 7
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George Bush looks "super";
Bo b Do le is in deep trouble

campaign ing in the south, but
delegates as possible; r..owever if
because of his strong national
Bush can win over 400 delegates
exposure, his message is reaching
and if Robertso n wins pluralities
out everywhere. His organization
in some states, it would put
By Collin Thomas Manzo
has been seriously working hard
Robertso
n in a race for second
S~ial to the Comment
ever since his third place showing
against Dole, while having little
in Iowa; the Vice-Pre sident is
effect on a stampedi ng George
Before George Bush won a clearly taking on the role as the
- Bush.
decisive victory over rival· Republic an front-run ner. Bush
Republican Bob Dole in the New
has a strong network of support
The one candidate lost in all
Hampsh ire ·primary , many in the south; he enjoys the
this is New York Rep. Jack
political observers and public endorsem ents of Gov. Carroll
Ker p. Kemp has been running
opinion polls indicated that the Campbel l in South Carolina
like a quarterba ck with no pass
Bush campaign was in serious (which holds a caucus on
protectio n. He has yet to gain
trouble.W hile a Bush victory in Saturday March 5th). Texas Gov.
any victories and now needs to
New Hampshir e surprised many,
Bill Clements, Florida Gov. Bob
win the March 5th South
it may have derailed the Bob Dole Martinez and Oklahom a Gov.
Carolina Republic an primary if
campaign completely.
Henry Bellmonall, well respected he hopes to gain any yardage for
Bob Dole had predicted a southern Republicans.
the March 8th "Super Tuesday"
victory in New Hampshi re and
Dole has countere d that by contest. The South Carolina
boasted that his campaign would securing support from South
primary is importan t in that it is
take the south by storm. Carolina Sen. Storm Thurmon d,
a momentu m builder for the
Althoug h Dole finished a
yet the Dole campaign has
candidates. As of this writing the
respectab le second, gaining 29% struggled in the south and is
state could be up for grabs. Bush
of the Republic an vote, his begining to weaken nationally .
and Robertso n have good
organizat ion and he himself has Things are looking so bleak for
organizat ion there and in recent
since been on the defensive , Dole that many campaig n
polls both have drawn strong
losing significa nt ground to analysts feel he could finish as
contigents of support. Bob Dole's
Vice-President George Bush.
low as third behind a woes continue, as he is running a
Recent "Super Tuesday" polls
"bible-belting" Pat Robertson in
weak third in South Carolina.
taken througho ut the 20 states some states.
Jack Kemp is dead last.
(which are holding primaries and
It is uncertain how powerful
caucuses on March 8th) show Pat Robertso n is going to be in
Come "Super Tuesday ,"
George Bush holding a
the bible-bel t south. Robertso n
George Bush may have an
significant lead over a distant Bob has stated he hopes to win
unbeatab le lead over Bob Dole.
Dole. The lead is so overpercenta ges of delegates in Pat Roberts on may gain
whelming that it is possible that
Georgia, Louisian a, and Okla- significan t support in his "own
Bush will win two-thirds of the
homa. Robertso n's_ "invisibl e backyard ;" however his support
states voting .in the "Super army" of voters could be out in
would only make him a second
Tuesday" contest. This would
droves; however , instead of ballot contend er at the
undoubte dly give Bush an
hurting Bush as was the case in conventi on. Meanwh ile Jack
.insµrmo µntable n.umbe
f
r y·
Bob Dole's knock~out punch.
campaign.
vice..:pre sidential ··
come
Vice-Pr esident Bush is
Dole needs to gain· as niany convention tirrle.

Campaign 88

SG A fee should not be low ere d
To the Editor:
I would like to clarify points
made in the article in last week's
(February 18) Comment dealing
with the Student Government fee
battle. A statemen t quoted by
Vini Fernald, "we don't even
come close to using all of our
money by the end of the year,"
was incorrect and Fernald was

lacking substanc e and information.
In the spring of 1987 the SGA
was very low in funds and at the
rate the SGA is spending, I feel
that the SGA will have less funds
in the spring of 1988 than last
year. Lowering the SGA fee
would be very unfeasible and as
· the years go by, an increase will
be needed. If this is not done in

the next few years, the clubs
along with the SGA will suffer.
It is my opinion that the SGA
should· stop bickering among
themselves and help the student
body make .a better and more
active campus.
Sharon Cignetti
Treasurer, SGA

Gorbachev goes Western

Attack on La ng e
was un jus tif ied
o the Editor:-.

I am writing in response to
what I feel was an unjust attack
directed toward Congress man
Lange. Lange's letter to the
Comment on February 11 dealing
with MassPIR G's position at
BSC has made me as a student
more aware of what MassPIR G
does and how they go about
collecting money. I know many
students who were previous ly
unaware that just by paying their
tuition bill, they were supportin g
MassPIRG.
MassPIRG presents itself as an
interest group fighting for our
environm ent and consume r
rights. What about our rights as
students to choose the organizations which we would like
to support? You have to go out
· of your way not tocontrib ute to
this group. It is. 'true that

U.S. mu st intervene in Pa nam a
.

By Christopher Perra
Special to The Comment
At present, Panama is still
under the control of General
Manuel Noriega. Presiden t
Reagan has imposed limited sanctions against Panama to punish
Noriega for, in effect, staging a
coup d' etat; ousting President
Eric Delvalle.
This blatant mockery of the .
democrat ic system in Panama by
Noriega is yet another example of
the need for strong civilian
control of the governm ents in
Central America.
The military has always played
.a great part in the government of
Central America. The civilian
governments have had a great deal
of trouble keeping the military ·
happy with them. so that the
military would not oust them.

In the Middle
The only countries that have not
had this trouble are those which
have had small or no military
forces, such as Costa Rica.
The present cycle of military
hegemony over the civilian governments must be broken. Take
Panama as an example, since it is
the center of attention at present.
The country· has a very strong
military. Because of this
strength, the civilian governme nt
has been mere puppets for
decades. The military will always
be strong there because. of the
need to protect the Panama
Canal. This need for strength
poses a problem for the U. S.
Governm ent. We pushed for ·a
strong military in Panama, and
are partly responsible for putting

·

Noriega in power.
Unfortun ately, there is no
reason to believe that Noriega
will give up ·control, and even if
he does, the military will still
have a chokebol d on the civilian
governm ent. I am ··not one to
. jump on the interven tionist
bandwag oq easily, but in this
case, I believe the U.S. must We
started the problem, so we must cont.fromp. 6 .
correct it.
read this, Geography majors are
checking out Northern Waters
I believe that part of the and flipping through
such
10,000 American troops stationed chapters . as: "Canadia n Marine
in Panama should march into the Resource . Developm ent in the
capital and force the military to Arctic," and "fo;.land: Unarmed
relinquish control, and that the. Ally."
military is JJermunently subSuch books can be very
jugated .to civilian democra tic useful to students doing research
control. We must correct the for seminars. I can't count the
situation for the good of the number of Singing- Cowboy
Panamanians. and for the security majors I've seen fighting over
of the Panama Canal.
·
The Gene Autry Book.

MassPIR O ·has .a right to exist
just as any other organization on
campus does. but they should
seek support honestly, as other
groups on campus do.
It is true .that Lange was
elected to represent the students
that voted to keep MassPIRG on
campus, but it is coming to light
that many of those students didn't
even realize ~at that is what they
voted fqr. In case Mr. Hughes is
unaware, Congress man Lange is
an active member of the SGA and
just recently fought to get a new
drug policy passed, a policy that
is more protectiv e of students'
rights. Mr. Lange is working ·
hard to protect the rights of the
students who elected him.
Perhaps Mr. Lange is not the one
with the personal vendetta.
Joanne Staff
Class of 1990

Suggested rea din g
for insomniacs
Maybe none of these titles
interests you. Perhaps you go to
the library just to get a feel for
the place itself, . its inner
working s, its staff, its very
purpose. In that case, Library
Service for Families is the book
for you.
1. could go on, but at· this
point I'd simply be wasting space
- just like the· sign on the
bookcase. It reads:
"These Books May Be

Borrowe.d."
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In this business no
news is had news
•

•

faculty and staff, they are afraid of
job, and in the case of
students, they fear for their
grades. Even tenured professors
can be nervous about speaking
about controversial matters. As
one professor said, "They have
ways of getting rid of you."
This is not a problem we
encounter often, however, because during the average week,
Bridgewater State is not exactly
the hot bed of controversy. or
even stimulating news stories.
So, why not go off campus
and cover national or state news?
Because in this area we have The
Enterprise, The Patriot Ledger,
The Boston Globe, and The
Boston Herald. We don't exactly
have the st.aff and the resources to
compete with four daily news~
papers. We could follow the
Enterprise's lead and take the
news from the wire services, but
it would be useless. We would
have the same coverage, if not
less, than everybody else. (We
don't belong to a wire service,

Ed1tonal Comments their
By Christine Howard
Comment staff
Stop the presses, have we got
a story for you! t Extra! Extra!
The Comment actually has a hard
hitting news story this week.
We often talce criticism for not
covering controversial news, or
some people will argue, any hard
news stories at all.
It's not that we don't want to
cover the news, or that we don't
try to cover it, there just are not a
lot of controversial stories
happening at Bridgewater State
College.
Sure, there are a lot of rumors,
but printing rumors is inviting a
lawsuit. Most of them are impossible to track down to the
source. "I heard that so and so is
using the mail room to smuggle
drugs." Oh, really, where did you
hear it from? A reliable source?
"Well, I heard it from my
roommate who heard from her
boyfriend, who's roommate's
girlfriend's bestfriend's girlfriend
works there."
Oh.
Even if we do get a tip on a
good story it is often difficult to
get anyone to talk to you on the
record because, in the case of

anyway.)
The goal, once again, is to
provide the BSC community
with coverage of news that is of
concern to them, that affects their
lives. The latest screw up of the
SGA may not be as exciting as
the Presidential race but at least
we have an exclusive.

~''''"'''''' \'"'"·'~':l~""'l.lll\l~('i\-~,,,,.%"'·"''''''·mW'),'•'C'\''"''.'.""''!"i>:m~>~"''ll"'"'~'~·;;l!<~~'-'"'°'~'''~0,%'*"'>aj'''1''•£"'J:''·'·,·' ~ •

We \re-- nothing to ue

ashamed of: recovered
alcoholics speak up
To the Editor:.

fought back, and so far, we have

won.
After reading David Sudhalter's
··~

Do we believe this hurts C>ur
reputation, we think not! Your
letter .perpetrates the same
stereotypes
stigmas you ask.
others to. reject. You also· ended
your letter· negatively. Bill
Bilodeau's eulogy was anything
but negative; however, we.· do
question Bill's right to prin:t
personal information about an
individual without his/her con.;
sent, regardless of the information presented. Bill Bilodeau was
obviously close to Mr. Ridlon
and cared about him deeply. There
is nothing negative about love
and cornpassion,Mr. Sudhalter.
We suggest that you examine
your opinions and biases
regarding alcoholism. Your
opiniorls reflect ·your thoughts
and feelings, which surfaced when
you discovered an associate ·of
yours was an alcoholic. There is
something dreadfully wrong with
your thoughts; we suggest you
rethinkthem. Yo.u're correct in stating· that
alcoholism is a disease, and· yes,
stigmas are associated with it.
However, stigmas only exist in
our minds and only then, if we
allow them to. You, Mr.
Sudhalter, have done just that.

letter to the editor, we feel
compelled to respond to his .
assertion that Bill Bilodeau's
eulogy was in poor taste.
Mr. Sudhalter states that
another person's alcoholism went
unnoticed to him. Of course it
did, recovering alcoholics do not
wear signs saying who we are.,
Since we no longer consume
alcohol, it does not bleed red
from our eyes nor odor from out
breath. and our hands that once
grasped the bottle tightly, are
now free! You cannot "see" our
recovery, Mr. Sudhalter.
A eulogy, like BillBilodeau's,
does not hurt an individual's
reputation; if anything, it
strengthens it. To recover from
alcoholism takes strength, Mr.
Sudh.alter, it means we have
survived. Strength is an admirable quality, and a whole lot
more, but nothing less.
You see Mr. Sudhalter, we
have a gene with the large letter
A engraved in its center. We did
not ask for it, nor choose it It
came with· us into this world
from those relatives living before
us~ We did not know it· existed,
until we drank. And when we
drank, it took over our will,
controlling our minds, bodies, April Kane
and souls. Yet we survived, we Martha Munise

and.

The spring -break countdown begins - eight more days

Students should get involv ed
Perspectives
By John Burns
Comment staff
In his attempt to justify the
assasination of Ceasar (in
Shakespeare's account), Marc
Antony claims, "We must take
the current when it serves or lose
our ventures." It seems to me
that . this has beg\ln to be the
'vie~"people have" of the SGA
Congress.
Over the past month, nearly
$20,000 in allocations have been
brought before the student
government, and for the first time
in recent history, the meetings
have been attended by more than
one, or two people that weren't
members of the voting body.
I certainly don't have any
problem with people being there,
It makes the meetings more
interesting. (It also tends to make
the Congress give a little more
consideration to a motion ·before
voting on it.) Unfortunately, the
reason these people have been
there is not because they are
showing a general interest in the
workings of the SGA. They
show up en masse to support or
oppose a specific motion that
pertains directly to them and,
once this motion has been voted
on, they· 1eave. They·. either win

or arc defeated, and then they
don't care what else happens at
the meeting.
It's time that the student body
of BSC became a little more
aware of what is going on around
that horseshoe every Tuesday
night.
These people are playing
around with a lot of money, that
ha'ppens to belong to you and
me. And it's being distributed, in
,great quantitie,s. to small groups
of people who get ten or twelve
supporters to come to a meeting
with them, and push their point
through because there isn't even
enough opposition to force them
to justify what they are claiming.
If there was a little more
regular attendance of SGA
meetings, it would be more
difficult for these littl~ lobbying
groups to get their way.

the influence on the control of
the school that our predecessors
of the last decade had. To do this,
though, we need to come together
under the leadership of those that
we have elected to represent us,
and we must give them the input
they need to do their job in a way
that is most beneficial to the
students.
More people need to attend the
SGA meetings regularly~ More
,,.considerati01M'lee~t0~~~~,,,,.,

There other reasons that more

at.tention should be being paid to
the actions of this body. To
begin with, according to the
General
Laws
of
the
Commonwealth
of
Massachusetts, the members of
the student Congress are , the
legal representatives· of the
students on· this campus. Also,
the college is in a period of
transition. The events of lhe past
year have left the students in a
position where we can again have.

who we elect to represent us. And
more attention needs to be given
to what they are doing once they
are elected.
The only way for the students
of BSC to regain any control
over what is happening to our
school - on our campus - is to
support a strong student
government, and make sure that
that government is working in
our best interests.

It's not necessary for everybody
run out and join clubs. People
don't need to devote great

to

amounts of time to committees
and organizations. But even if it
means just taking the time to
find .out about the candidates,
come election time, and exercise
the right to vote, every student
on this campus needs to answer
the SGA's slogan plea, and "Get
Involved!"

.Catch-44 in the cafeteria
Just Barely Managing
By Brent Rossi

of ea:ting spaghetti and meatballs
or fish at 10:30 in the morning.is
absolutely .revolting to me. -on
Well, everyone else has a Mondays, Wednesdays and Frigripe, so I'll take this time to air days, I don't get out of class until
mine. It concerns a place a maj- 11:00, solcan'tget anything for
ority of people on campus are breakfast.· other than donuts (by
aquainted with: the Commuter the way, how come there are no
more butter crunch?)
.
Cafe.
Lunch would be ai:right if I
Let's begin with the morning.
l don't know about anyone else, didn't have to spend half my
but I'm not totally happy with weekly salary for it. Yes, I am
· the schedule down there. Break~ saying that the. prices. are· a· bit
fast is only s~rved until 10: 15 ·high.. That is, if they have what I
a.m. After that, they begin want, which is usually What
serving lunch. Now, the thought appears on the menu board but.
Comment staff

of course, they aren't serving on
the day that I want it.
Dinner. Yeah. Even less of a
choice thart at lunchat the same
price .. That is, if you want to
wait in the line that .at many
times numbers over 20 people.
Which I am usually not in the
mood .to do, as I am usually
hungry wheri I want dinner. This
is a Catch-44 (Catch 22 x 2).
The quality of the food is not
too ba<;l (except for the cinnamon
roll I got the other day which
cost me 89¢ and was hard as a
· rock). I just like· to eat breakfast
at breakfast time and not wait for
half
hour to give away mY.
first-born.

an
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You don't know Rolli ns
By Max Speed

Comment Staff

Who is Henry Rollins? I don't know.
And neither do you. You're a liar if you
say you know Rollins. I don't care how
many Black Flag albums you own, how
many of his books you've read, or how
many shows you've gone to. You don't
know Rollins.
You may know what he's done. He was
the lead singer for Black Flag. He's a
writer--not poetry, he just writes. He also
has a new band that he's released an
album, Hot Animal Machine, with and
he has a new one coming out soon called
Lifetime. He's just started a tour of the
country doing, in his words, "Spoken
Word Engagements." After a couple days
of talking to him, and a bad case of strep
throat on his·part, I finally caught up with
Rollins in Kenmore Square where Mike
Gitter of XXX Fanzine was just finishing
up an interview.
MS: You were talking to Mike about
wars being over or not over. Do you feel
that one of your wars (Black Flag) is
over?
HR: To paraphrase Nicha, to kinda jam
out on one of his riffs as it were, the
ending of one war is the means to the next
catastrophe I'm just a11 ·hot for .the next ·
one. Without war I feel dead. Like Duval
said when he was on Outer Limits once,
'Between missions I cease to exist.' Just
like Willard in Apocalypse Now. Without
the mission, you're dead. Without the
struggle, without the war, I don't exist.
So, yeah, one war's over. For me, tours
are wars. It's like the '88 wars--we're in it
now and I'm very happy I'm here.
MS: That's why you do it so much?
HR: Yup, 'cause if I don't do it, I go
crazy to where I can't maintain myself. I
don't do very well without tours.
MS: Tell me a little about your movie.
HR: Well, it's written by a man named
George whose last name I forget 'cause
I'm bad with names. Last summer he sent
me a very short script for a thing he
later on
wrote. I thought it was great.
in October he sent me a full-bore,
movie-length script which I read, and I
thought it was great. And he goes, 'Well,
here's the part that I'd want you to do if
you did it.' It was the lead part in the
movie. I read the part, read it over again,
and there's nothing in the movie that I
wouldn't say. I wouldn't feel nervous or
stupid. I mean, you read some scripts and
you just go,_ 'I could never say that.'
Everything my character says, I go, 'Yeah,
that's what I would have said.' Like if
someone says something and I'd just go,
•yeah, well to hell with you.' I look down
on the script aild it says, 'Yeah...go die,'
and I'm like, 'right on!'
I like what it's about. It's about a guy
who works in .a machine shop assembly
line and his brother be!:!ts a woman's face
in and I go to jail for it. I don't know.that
my brother did it, Ijust know that l didn't.
I break out and I found out my brother did
it and I kill him .. A lot of stuff happens in
between, and eventually I get busted and I
go back to jail and the movie ends with
me sitting in the yard, looking at the
wall. To me, it reminds me of a Cronus
book. like The Stranger.

so:

I like it, I like the guy. One of the
reasons I like the guy is because he's
young; he•s creative. He came up to me
and said, 'I really want you to be in this
movie and I have no money.' I just said,
'cool,' because at least he didn't go,
'You're beautiful baby; you know? He
just said .'Look, I'm poor, I want to do
this movie, I got no money, and what do
you say?' I said 'Hey, yeah.' I said, 'I've
never acted before,' and he goes, 'Don't
worry about it.' So, I've never acted, I
don't know how to act.
MS: Was it written for you, or were
you just right for the part?
HR: I don't know. I didn't ask him. But
if he wrote the part without me in mind,
it looks like he found someone who fits it
very well.
MS: Have you ever done a full-length
novel? I notice you mention a lot of novel
writers such as Cain us.
HR: Uh-huh, it's done, it's finished. It's
called Incinerator. It will come out when I
get some money. It's got to be edited,
cleaned up, shaken down. It's probably got
some weak parts in it. I've been writing it
for 2 and a half years. now and it's going
to need a good overhaul, but I'll whip it
into shape. It'll come out some day when
I've got money. Right now, I'm in debt,

MS: You like Boston a lot.
HR: Very much, very much. I do shows
here, more than one every year. And
considering I can play fifteen countries
very easily, and play many towns all over
America, the fact that I come back here
more than once a year says something. I
could be a lot of other places.

MS: Do you ever consider yourself an
artist?
HR: Nab: I'm just Rollins. What I do can
be considered art. Sure I do books, I do
records, I do 'Spoken Word Engagements."
Is it art? I don't know .. It's Rollins. Gad
damn straight on that. 150% unadulterated
USDA Blue Label Rollins, but art? I don't
know. I'm sure you could find some
people who go. 'That's not art, that's just
ugly.' It's not an important word to me.

I like Boston a lot, I like Chicago a lot.
There's lots of cities I like, but there's like
a top ten that just year after year people MS: Do you think people get your
come out, they're there. Boston's always message; do you think people are going to
been that place. You come and everyone's · follow your lead?
like, 'All right!,'' you know? There's never HR: Yeah, people get my message, but
an energy loss. Some towns., they come I'm not trying to lead no one anywhere.
and go. Like Detroit. '81 to '83, Detroit I'm doing my thing, you do your thing.
was, for me, the town to play. You'd get
on· your knees and pray not to do a bad The charity thing, it's a record you can
show in Detroit 'cause you just wanted to buy or not buy. The money goes to this
be good. Like Boston, you go, 'God, don't
cau~e. If you want to be involved in it,
let the one bad show a month happen fine. If you don't want to get involved in
·here.' Not that you want it to happen it, fine. I don't really think about trying to
anywhere else, but Boston, God, let's be influence people or be a leader· or
good· tonight. Detroit used to be one of anything. I wouldn't want to be anybody's
those towns. Now you go there and it's leader. I want you to be your leader. I
just like .. .I don't know what happened. don't want you to be mine, and I don't
Maybe everyone just burned out or they're want to be yours. You're the boss, of you.
home watching VCRs. I don't know what No one can do good for you like you can.
And I hate people who assume they've got
happened, it's just a.different place.
the answer for you. That's why I don't get
into politics. That's the guy who assumes
he has the a_nswer_ for

ny 1ng a s easy_
twice. Work, it's hard. Love, it's hard.
...If it's any good. If it dr~ws blood... "
so I can't be putting out new stuff too MS: Was it the same way when you were
quick.
with Flag, for Boston?
MS: You mentioned Ian (MacKaye of
Minor Threat, et al) who hasn't HR: Yeah. Boston's been a total tum-on
stagnated.Who are some. other people, in . every year I've ever been here, every show
your mind, that are progressing, especially I've ever done here. Even the secret gig we
did last .year at the Rat, where no one
in the hardcore scene.
knew about it, even that was fun. The
of
me
HR: The har.dcore scene reminds
Alan Ginsburg's career. You know, he playing is great and people check out what
wrote one great poem a long time ago you're doing. There are bands that come
called "Howell." He did a lot of great stuff out of here, I think they're really cool. I've
seen some opening bands, local bands
after, but the guy's known for "Howell," a
thing he wrote like 25 years ago. But here, and had them open, and there's some
that's what you know about this guy. To cool stuff that happens in this town.
me, the Sex Pistols could get Glen
Matlock to play bass, re-vamp the whole .MS: What about your record label that all
thing, maybe go out and tour the world the proceeds from are going to charity?
for five years and not have to do another· HR: It's called High on War. I .got really
record. They could have Never Mind the fed up hearing stories about how young
Bollocks be their one record and just play people are just getting mutilated and
your town every year and a lot of .people · destroyed by their.parents, and you read
would go every year and just never get the ·stories about battered women and
tired of it. A lot of that scene doesn't go battered kids. I have a little bit of personal
anywhere. Therefore, I find that, and any knowledge of that, and I didn't like it. So I
decided to maybe take part in some
other scene that doesn't go anywhere, very
positive reaction; I started this' label and
uninteresting.
MS: What about Johnny Rotten? the object of the label is to get some
money to ·these battered women and
(Former Sex Pistol)
HR: Ok, I think he definitely doesn't battered children. The money's not much
live for the past, but I don't think his these days, it can't do much. I don't have
present is all very interesting. Maybe the time to go down and hang out with these
guy's moved on, but so what? Look what kids every day, (if they'd even let me),
he's moved o~ to. I kinda think the guy's even if I could· do anything for them, but
a joke. He doesn't do anything for me. If maybe some money can get some money
it gets you off, hey, right on. I don't buy to the right people who can do something ..
the records, but I'm .not going to keep you I've got a lot of energy; I can do a ton of
stuff, so starting the label and recording a
from going to the shows.
single for it was like no big deal. Just
last night?
MS: How'd your show
HR: Great. I had a good time. Everyone another two hours' loss of sleep a night,.
else seemed to have a good time. I really and I'm used to that. I've been surviving
like doing shows here. It's a good time on twenty minutes of sleep a day for
years. It's no big deal.
here.

go

ou. Oh )'Cah'1

answerSfor yourself.. proceed with yotir
)ife in a forward, .positive fashion,
hopefully, and not screwanyone else over
while doing it. And that's where I draw the·
line. When other people get hurt with
what you're doing--not good, because
thaf s being weak.
Real forward movement and elevation,
advancement is you with you, blazing
your own trail. If ·you're walking in
someone elsefs footsteps, you're a cover
band. You're not doing your thing. You're.
doing someone else's thing, and your
thing is better. your thing is better than
my thing for you. You can't do my thing.
You shouldn't even try .. You can do your
thing like no one else can do your thing,
and a lot of people, the way this culture is
aimed, is to do someone elsets thing better
than they're doing it and get their positic;m
·which they've established. Climb the
· tadder, step on other people's shoulders
and fingers to get there. And they. train
you in school to be able to do it very
cunningly. Good education these days is
just a good way to be a Gerk) and to kind
of get around things· instead of· learning
about yourself, to do· what you want to

do.
That's what I've done. I do ·my own
books and records. I don't want to do what
Bon Jovi's doing. I don't want to do what
you're doing. I want to do what I want to
do. And I don't want to get in anyone's
way to do that. I'll go around iL You're all
going this way, I'll just go over there.· I
can get myself happening in the forest. rn
just cut through the trees and I'll get there.
I'm very ~tisfied on my own. That's why
I don't like categories or anything, 'cause
you can coat-tail off it. 'Hey, we're a
metalband, oh boy.' Then all of a sudden,
your record sales are gonna increase
because· these kids are like, 'Metal?
cont. on p. 11
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Good Mor ning
Viet nam Wor ks
Movie Review
By John Burns

Comment staff
A simple, two-word evaluation
of Good Morning Vietnam could
be, "It works."
When Airman Adrian Cronauer,
(played by Robin Williams),·
arrived in Vietnam in 1965, he was
out of uniform, out of line, and
very much more in tune with the
times than the brass that he had so
many problems dealing with.
The film comes across on several
different levels. The comedy is
quick. The plot moves well. And
the message that the whole thing is
carrying is clear enough to be
observed, but not so heavy that it
detracts . from a viewer's
enjoyment of the film. This quality
is what makes it so different, and
possibly more effective than the
other Vietnam films of the past

year.

While Platoon and Full Metal
brought the concept of
realistic film treatment of Vietnam
to Hollywood, they blasted their
message so hard that it belted the
viewer over the head.
Its treatment of issues ranging
from censorship, to political
in~fighting, to the subtle ironies of
war ·is handled extremely well.
Again, without over-doing it.
Cronauer's quick wit and raucus
sense of humor, even when
everything is going wrong around
him keep the audience interested
and laughing for the duration. And
everybody will be able to find
something in the film that makes
them laugh.
One of the tust movies to be
released this year, Good Morning
definitely warrants seeing, but if
you want popcorn or soda, get it
before the show starts, because ·
once it does, you won't want to
leave before it's over.
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Hope and Glory: an expe rienc e
Movie Review
By MarcJ. Gensler

Comment staff
It is said that when a young

Although Hope and Glory has
plenty of comedic moments, it is
not a comedy.It is a child's romp
through war.
There is no
message to be shoved down the
throat of the audience. You just
get the sense of the importance of
a family during trying times.
Perhaps what this movie does
best is portray life of the British
civilian . during wartime.

writer starts his career, he should.
begin by writing about things he
knows about and experienced.
This saying should also apply to
movie making. It has become a
proven way. of making successful
films. Look at Oliver Stone's
Platoon, Woody Allen's Radio
We see kids going through the
Days, or Less than 'Zero. John
wreckage where houses once
Boorman's Hope and Glory fits
stood, looking for valuables and
into Lhis category. It's a look at nice things to smash. We see a
the Gennan air raids on London
young hoy start a shrapnel
during World War II told through collection like most kids would
the eyes of an eleven year old start a baseball card collection.
boy. This was Boor!Jlan's age There is the live ammo that kids
when he lived through the -find and set off. How would your
blitzkriegs in London.
neighborhood react to a Gernian
· The. time period and. the fact soldier parachuting into their
that it is told through the eyes of back yard, or· an air defense
a child begs for Hope and Glory ·balloon that comes 16ose aild·
to be compared to Radio Days. starts crashing into houses? What

about clothes rationing? Would
you eat German jam that washed
up on the shore near where a
German boat was sunk? And
what on earth is a Googi? Many
of these questions are answered
for the audience. Rather than
centering the entire story on the
boy and thus making the movie
boring, it adds his family and
friends and the effect the war has
on all of them.
This film got some Academy
Award nominations this year and·
I think that they are well
deserved. The pacing and story is
top notch, as well as costumes,
the cast of unknowns, the sets
and cinematography . One has to
go to Harvard Square or to
Copley Place to catch this
movie,· and it is well worth the
trip. So grab a date, have a
pleasant dinner and head for a
great show.

The Comment
by Berke Brea"thed
-------
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Henry Rollins
cont.from p. 9
Where? Where? We'll go! We'll go once,
we'll buy the record once.' You know? A
lot of bands go, 'We'll wear the Nikes, and
get this shirt and then we'll be that and try
and CROSSOVER, CROSSOVER.'
Where have I hear that title before? OK,
rm not interested in crossing over. I'm
interested in just moving: If ·you dig it,
fine. If you don't, go find something you
do like. Don't stick around long enough to
tell me how you hate me. It's a waste of
time. You should be just finding
something that you like instead.

MS: Any more spoken word records?
HR: Oh, yeah. The next album is called
Down In The Mouth. Right now, I'm just
juggling between doing either a double or
a triple album set. At the easiest, it's a
doubl~. I'm just· debating whether it
should be a triple, 'cause there's a lot of
stuff and I'd like to make it this really
cool concept like a triple album for eleven
dollars. This ridiculously low price. Bui a
triple album--who wants to play three
discs? I don't know, I just like to think in .
longer hunks. I'm a long kind of guy.

The next album I want· to do, after all ·
this new stuff comes out, is a double
album with the band. I want to write a
MS: What's the.new album going to be
double album's worth of material. I want
like?
HR: To me, Hot Animal Machine is very to write twenty songs. Like one hunk of
words and tunes. Not like a concept album
tentative. You get the idea that everyone's
having a blast and rocking ·out, but like King Diamond, but just one that
plays off a period of my life--8 months? I
everyone's kinda looking at each other a
little while they're playing. Like, 'Are yo~ did these songs. Not over a year an4 eight
going to the G? Oh, yeah,' And Lifetime months. Every year you're a .different
is like ... well, I'll tell you what. You'll person. You go through changes. I want·
hear the record, you make up your own ~ to do twenty tunes from. one voice, the
mind. In my mind, that record is what I'm way· I am right now. I don't see it being
talking about. It's not one of those, 'Well,
you should have heard the master mix,' or, very difficult. To make it good, it's going·
'You should play it through these · to be difficult, but that's fine. I don't like
(stuft) that's easy.
MS: Do you change a lot from show to
speakers.' You play it through whatever
·
show?
you're playing it through, you'll see what
I'm saying. If you ·like it, then you like
what I'm saying. H you don't like it, then
you don't like what I'm saying. But I've HR; Yeah. I talk about different stuff. I do
got no excuses. You hear the record. a lot of the same stuff here and there.
you'll hear what I'm talking about.
cont. on p. 12
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Cal end ar of
~Events~
Thursday
The talent show, "Night of the
Stars," will be in the Campus
Center Ballroom at 8:00 pm.
Win prizes and have some fun!
The competition will be judged
on appearance, originality, and
creativity. This night is presented
by the Afro-American Society.

daughter artists, Joyce Libby and
Jessica Lee which will be going
on through March 11.

cont. from p. 11

Fields Of Nephil im:

Gothic horro r at
the Living Room
Music Review
By Russell Sherman
Comment staff

Saturday
Come one, come all to a beach
party in the Commuter Cafeteria
starting at 8:00 pm. There will
be free Haagen-Dazs ice cream,
three· 1 ~000 gallon pools, sand,
lifeguard chairs, Twister games,
golf areas. and more! You must
have towel and bathing suit to
enter pool area. There will be
contests with prize give-aways
too! Tickets are available at the
CC Info. booth for $2.00 e.ach.

Tuesday
The political science debate will
be held in the Campus Center
demonstration room at 3:00 pm.

Wednesday
In the Campus Center foyer

,~,

•. 4 ....

Henry Munyaradzi's "Old
Chief" on display at the
Prudential Tower skywalk.
The African Influence Gallery
will be exhibiting shona stone
sculpture from Zimbabwe on the
Prudential Center Skywalk and in
the main lobby area of the
Prud~ntial Tower. The show
opens March 1 and will continue
throughout the .month. The focus
of the exhibit is the outstanding
work of the highly skilled
Zimbabwean sculptors. The show
is open to the. public on the
Prudential Skywalk on the 50th
floor of the Prudential Tower,
Monday through Saturday, 10:00
am- 10:00 pm. Admission is
$2.25 for adults and $1.25 for

,,,,,.,_,.,,,..,~i~~~~J,.~.~J.~.Jl9!ll~. ,~~~~~~.: ......
10:00 am-2:00

pm~

.

.

Around the Town

Dance
At the Boston Museum of
Science on March 3 and 4 three
dancer.s will perform "Choreo
Graphs: a performance with
dancers, computers and motion
detectors." These dancers perform
in a world premiere of
computer-assisted choreography
by Alice Trexler. The show will
begin at 8:00 pm.
The Ramon de Los Reyes
Spanish Dance Theatre will
present "Bravo Flamenco/ Samba
Brazil" on March 4 a~:d 5 in John
Hancock Hall, 180 Berkeley
Street, Boston.The dance will be
performed by a full company of
dancers, singers and guitarists.
The shows will begin at 8:00
pm. Tickets are $17 and $14~
available in advance by calling
concert charge at 497-1118. For

more

information

ana

reservations, call 4 37-0231.

Art

J

Marcel
Marceau,
the
world-famous pantomimist will
be performing at the Zeiterion
Theatre Saturday, March 5 at
8:00 pm. Tickets are $26. $23,
and $20 with a $2 discount for
senior citizens and students. The
Zeiteron Tfieatre is located at 684
Purchase Street in New Bedford.
1

Fainilial Allusions" is an
exhibit at the Wallace Anderson
Art Gallery featuring mother/
'

A
group exhibition of
photographic works entitled
"New
Dimensions
in
Photography" will be on view at
the Clarence Kennedy ·Gallery
from March 8 through April 9,
1988. The show explores how
contemporary photographers are
combining
the
unique
characteristics of Polaroid films
with alternative processes such as
cyanotypes
and
photG
etchings.The Clarence Kennedy
· Gallery is open to the public
Tuesday - Saturd~y; llam-5pm

Spring Events
The spring ball will be at the
Sheraton-Mansfield from 6:00
pm to midnight. Tickets will be
$42.00 and on sale outside the
bookstore on March 21 and
varying locations around campus.
The D.J. will be Paul Benito and
the menu will be your ch0ice of
Chicken Cordon Bleu or Baked
Schrod.
"
The New England Spring flower
show will begin_ March· 5 and
continue through the 13th at the
Boston 1 s Bayside Exhibition
Center. Presented by the
Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, the Spri~g Flower
show's theme this year is "A
View from Your Window." Get
excited for springtime; go to the
Spring Flower Show ·at the
Bayside Exhibition Center. The
show's hours are 10 am to 10 pm_
weekdays and Saturdays, and on
Sundays 10 am to 8 pm. Tickets
are $7 .00 for adults and $2.00 for
children aged 6-12. For ticket
information, call 262-8780.

Two weeks ago I went to go
see Fields of Nephilim, a
gothic/horror band along the vein
of The Sisters of Mercy that
recently burst upon the college
music scene. The setting for this
holocaustic I pseudo - medieval
performance was the Livingroom
in Providence. The night was full
of anticipation of the show, not
so much the music, but the
image they would portray!" But
before I discuss this more, let me
say a few words about the
opening bands.
The first opening band was the
Walters,. a local techno-pop (and
I do mean techno-pop) band that
was made up of two people: a
drummer and a computer-oriented ·
guitarist. They were good, a little
reminiscent of Tears for Fears
(the 11 where are they now" band of
1987 and '88), and did an original
and diverse set of songs. I had
. pq~ . problem with them,
however. A lot of their music
was pre-programmed. Now, I
understand that a two-man band
cannot play all their own
instrume11ts, but use the
programming for the back beat;
not almost everything. When a
drum solo by the drummer can be
don'e by hitting . two drums
consistently and produce eight
different sounds, that is too much
intermixing of talent and
machinery. I'm not saying that
they were not talented, I just
wish they would show that they
were talented. I found myself
cheering for the computers.

__,....,.

Q

Enough said on the first band.
We next saw a local favorite.
Rash of Stabbings before a then
crowded club. They were much
better than last time I saw them,
and showed the form that got
them the college band of the year
award (Campus Search/Snickers).
Their songs were energetic and
well played, but failed to be very·
distinguishable from one another.
The stage now set, we were
ready to see Fields
of
Nephilim. They came out on
the smoke-filled stage and pow,
their music hit you. The first half
of the show the music kind of
droned together, but the second
half smoked (even without all the
fake smoke that was being
pumped on to the stage and
nearly choking to death one of
the guitarists). All musicians
were more than ready to reach the
prowess the audience demanded of
them. The bass guitarist was
incredible at quickfire note and
chords. The two guitarists were
very exciting to watch, with one
guitarist doing some very eerie
but nice slide guitar. The amount
of smoke on the stage did not
allow us to see the drummer
most of Lhe concert, but he
sounded as if he did a fine job
giving a good back beat to their
driving drone. The final and
distinguishing part of their music
was the .lead singer's moaning
gothic voice. It m~de the group

and experience complete.
The experience was definitely
worth the time. Fields of
Nephilim will have a new album
in the record stores very soon
(maybe as I write). Their last
album was called Dawn:razor and
is a good investment. Stay tuned
for inore from the Fields in the
future.

~on
FT. LAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
the beach

~ CONCERT AND- DANCE CLUD
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITIED
·' -

10 A.M.

~

6 P.M. - POOtSIDE PAllTlfS

live D.J. Emceeing Poolside Contest • Water Volleyball Tournament
Free Beer Chug P.eloys • Free T-Shirt Relays • The Delly Flop Contest
and climax the day with ...
The Wettest; Wet T-Shirt Contest featured in Playboy Magazine
Cash Prizes • Free T·Shirts • and other giveaways
Summers Gomes And Wet Water Ts Videos Now On Sole!! -

7 P.M. - B P.M. - tOltEGE HAPPY HOU,.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE PARTY* TUESDAY. MARCH 15

FAE£ SPA.ING OMAK '88 T-5Hlfff WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR
ADOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS DE7WEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O'CLOCK
WITH PAOPrn COLLEGE l.D.

ALL DAR DP.INKS AND DRAFT DEER -

S.75

COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENING$
5Ulv\MERS on the beach presents .. ·. "FURY"
Ft. Lauderdale's finest Rock'n Roll bond nightly
PLUS 6 Bors to Serve You

:····•·i·N·e··a•tAa···••··:
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE PARTY ·ruESDAY. MARCH 15
OHE FREE llAP. DP.IHI< OP. D_RAFT OR SOFT OP.INK- GOOD FROM 7 P.M •• 8 P.M. NIGHTLY

CLIMJT ONE PER CU5TOl.'lRJ
Summer$ on the llE<och •219 5. Atlonuc Olvd. •fr. Lauderdale. Florido "(JQ5) 462-8978
(Located l,'1 block north of Las Olos Olvd on A 1 A)
ADMl'.S:SION POLICY, 1 6 Yeors Or Older

• • • · CLIP AND SAVE. ••.••••••••••.••.•• •••••••.•••• CUP AND SAVE. ••••

•
•
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Breath analysis not always accurate
Legal Adviser
By Jeffrey A. Newman, Esq.
Syndicated columnist

.Q: I was stopped by police
recently while driving my car late
at night. I was brought to the
local police station and offered a
breath test, which I accepted. I
knew I had not been drinking at
all. Surpisingly, the machine.
registered a .11 which says that I
was drunk. I asked them to check
the machine but they said it was
fine. I don't know what to do
because although I know I'm
innocent, it will cost time and
money to fight and I don't know
my chances of winning.

A: Consult competent legal
on this question.
Recently, the Massachusetts
Appeals Court overturned a jury
verdict against a driver charged
with driving under the influence
because the breath analysis
machine was not functioning
properly. In such cases, the

Commonwealth has the burden of
proving that a check of accuracy
has been run on the breath
measuring instrument. Mention
the case of Commonwealth v.
Cochran, 25 Mass. App. ct. 260

(1988).
Q: My mother, who is an

eighty-year old woman, was
severely injured when a twist-off
aluminum cap exploded from a
soda bottle which she was
opening. She had trouble opening
it and when she finally did get it
open, it popped off and struck her
in the eye, dislocating a lens, and

counsel

I

0

''Mom says the
house just isn'.t the
same without me,
even though its

destroying most of her vision. Is
she entitled to sue?

A: Yes. You should have your
mother seek legal counsel as
soon as possible. In a similar
case. an eighty-year old woman
whose eye was injured when she
twisted off an aluminum cap was
awarded 10.5 million dollars by a
Salt Lake City, Utah jury. In that
case, an expert testified that there
are over 1,000 eye injuries each
year due to this particular
problem. He said that these types
of injuries are clearly preventable
by warning consumers to point
the cap away when they open up
the bottle or by using other types
of caps which are inexpensive
alternatives. The injured woman
sued the bottling company as
well as the soda company for the
negligence. See the case of

obvious that something was
clearly wrong with him. At the
hospital, the doctors ran tests and
diagnosed lead poisoning. I
always thought that lead paint
was banned and that it was no
longer a problem. What shall we
do now?

A: Be sure to seek competent
assistance at once.
Although only forty percent of
Massachusetts was screened in
1986, over 1,235 new cases of
lead paint were discovered. The
federal government banned use of
lead paint in 1978 but it is still
the leading cause of childhood
poisoning in Massachusetts.
Children tend to chew on lead
paint chips because lead tastes
sweet. There is enough lead in a
tiny paint chip to cause
permanent brain damage. In the
Roberts v. Aluminum Co. of past, lawsuits have rendered
America, C86-0013. December 5, against property owners for
1987.
allowing lead paint to exist with
children under age six Ii ving in
Q: My son, who is three, has them. The Massachusetts lead
been a slow learner. When he paint law prohibits this.
began falling a lot, it became Recently, lawsuits were filed
against the manufacturers of lead
paint charging a 50-year old
conspiracy of hiding the truth
about the poisonous qualities of
lead paint.

legal

Q: I am a physician employed
by a family planning clinic. Last
week, I received a memo from
our administrator concerning new
fod~,ra.l regulations that w\\l tak~

r.,,

~.

apparently will prohibit me from
telling my patients about the
option to have an abortion. This
seems absurd and contrary to the
informed-consent laws. What does
it mean and what should I do?

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone~

&T

The right choice.

A: The Reagan administration,
in an attempt to regulate
af?ortions, has written new
regulations which say that a
family planning clinic may lose
its federal funding if a patient is
counseled about her right t6 have
an abortion ...or where she might
get an abortion. This means that
if a woman asks about an
abortion, her doctor can't answer
even if she is seriously ill andif
the pregnancy isn :t going well.
The new rules are believed to be
·an infringement of free speech
and may lead to malpractice cases
against physicians for failing to
fully inform patients .of. their
rights. The new rules may also
be a direct violation of the intent
of Congress when it funded ·the
clinics under Title X and in
voting the money for the
funding. Some court challenges
have been instituted. If your
clinic is unable to obtain an
injunction from a judge sitting in
the Federal District Court in
Boston, the rules would have no
effect until they were considered
by way of f~ll hearings. Speak
with you clinic administrator
about consulting counsel as soon
as possible.
Legal questions? Call Jeffrey A.
Newman, a practicing Boston
attorney. at 1-800-448-0303 or
write him at the Law Offices of
Jeffrey A. Newman. One
Winthrop Square, Boston,· MA
02110.
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Bridgewater Bears action

Swim team excels at New Englands
By Angela Cornacchioli

Comment staff

8()\fDOI;\

COLL[.'GE

The Women's Swim team
deserves credit for being such a
dedicated and energetic team. This
devotion to swimming enabled
them to compete in the ninth
Annual New England Womens
Int_ercollegiate Swimming and
Diving Championships.
They went into the meet
determined to do their best and to
make the finals in some of their

events.

Swim Team- Members of the BSC Swim tream at Bowdoin
College for the New England Championships. From left to
right are: Chrissy Pendleton, Jean Bailey, Denise Murphy,
Joanne Anderson, Stephanie Kozowyk, Heather Lambert
and Kathy Sugrue.

The BSC women made the
finals in eleven races and did their
best scoring total for the New
England's in BSC history, with
144 points. They even broke
school records in six events.
ThiS six women squad stood up
to the competition of teams with
over 30 members.
BSC defeated all the other state
schools that were at the event.
They beat Salem State, Westfield
State,
Plymouth
State,
UMass/Boston, Norwich Univer-

sity (a team who was said to be

. butterfly, while Lambert took
23rd in the 200
freestyle.
College, and Trinity College, Murphy, Lambert, Anderson, and
placing 17th overall.
Kozowyk finished 18th in the
A recap of the races that made . 400 yard medley relay.
it to the finals is as follows. On
Sunday another record was
Friday, Denise Murphy, Joanne broken when Murphy broke the
Anderson, Stephanie Kozowyk, 50 yard backstroke with a 30.80
and Jean Bailey raced the 200 yard time during the 100 yard indimedley relay finishing in 16th vidual .medley· relay. Finishing
place, setting a new BSC record
14th in the IM won her a medal,
time of 203.25.
the first ever for a BSC swimMurphy placed 19th in the 200 mer.
yard backstroke with a 224.06
Lambert, Sugrue, Anderson, and
record time.
Bailey finished 19th in the 400
The 800 yard freestyle relay
yard freestyle.
finished 17th with Heather
Lambert, Kathy Sugrue, AnderThe team as a whole achieved
son, and Bailey racing for a BSC their goals, improved their times,
record of 850.50.
·and broke BSC records at the
Saturday's record breaking championships. Coach Yeseven ts were the 200 yard kewicz is pleased with the team's
freestyle relay with Anderson, performance and said they comKozowyk, Lambert, and Murphy
peted extremely well against the
placing in a high 9th place in
strong competition.
147.93. Also, Murphy finished
The team is a young one, with
18th with a 107.35 record time in Bailey being the only Senior.
the 100 yard backstroke.
Look for more out- st~nding
Kozowyk placed 24th in the
seasons to come in the future.

closely matched to BSC), Babson

Bears lose to North Adams in final game of season
,,

By Angela Comacchioli

North Adams scored first.· fol-

the ball for the 23-17 lead.

floor, putting his mates up

i"~\"'il!'~""''~~~11~"~~~l>,~,,~Qi,,baske.ts;.and,,~"'fi~"&'';'*'"""l>Jll.m~3c~)l:e.Q.,,a,,tbiz.ee1tJ>Q~fller ,.• 48-43.
··-

-"

-~

·

All good things must come to
an end. And so, the men's bas:
team, losing to North
Adams State College, eliminated
their chances of gaining an

~kfahall

, EC:ACchampionship bid.

111e Bears~ coming off two wins
over Salem State and Fitchburg
State,lostSaturday 91-80.
The·. starting line ·up for the
Bears waS· John Dillmall~ George
Anderson. Robert Aho, ·Sean
Carey, and Chuck Jaehnig. They
weren't about to let North Adams
take this· game·. easily.. as they
kept the game at a fast pace.

throw by Anderson, which gave
BSC the 5-2 lead.
North Adams was quick to
follow back with two baskets,
then Anderson scored again to put
the Bears back on top, 1 . . 6.The

later on to make the score 29-26.
For the last five minutes, the
Bears stayed within three or four
points of North Adams. The last
play of th.e half saw. Pimental
swal the ball with :19 seconds
lead was going back and forth left and run downcourt for the
until around the tenminute mark. hoop. The score at halftime had
North Adams took over with. a the Bear$ down 37-34.
19-17 lead.
The Bears wouldn't give up
· North Adams was led by two easily, even. though. the ·second
players who are top scoring hair was dominated by North
powers in the MASCAC, Phil Adams.
Bledsoe and Bernard Alexander
Early in the half. Pimental sunk
· who were ·consistent scorers a three-po~ter. Ble~oe, sl)owing
throug~out the game.
his skills. scored a basket while
At 8:55, Alexander slam dunked he was falling backWard ' . to the

At the 6:40 mark, Anderson1
made an excellent basket from the
middle of the North Adams
defense. Shortly after, North
Adams took over with their
biggest lead of the game, 18
points, with an 81-63 advantage.
The Bears were hurting, as
Carey had an pff night, not
scoring up to par.
As time ran down. Henry
Staines, Eric Jaundoo, ,arid Peter
Tourigny entered the game and
got the lead down to 11 points at

the. buzzer.
Probably the best. highlights

came. in the last minute for the

Bears. Jaundoo stole the ball at~
halfcourt and ran: down the court
"'"''''"for the slam. Then Lawn scored
two hoops and Tourigny also
scored.
The high scorer of the game
was North Adams' Bledsoe with
28 points~ followed by' BS C's
own Anderson, who netted 27.
Alexander scored 25 for North
Adams. Also scoring for the
Bears were Dillman (14), Pimental (12), Jaehnig (9), Steinman
(6), Aho (4), Lawn (4), Tourigny
(2), and Jaundoo (2).
The Bears finale ends as a 91-80
loss. Overall, the team finished
. the season with a 15-11 record
and 8-4 in the MASCAC.

Lady Bears win; make·Division Ill Tourname nt
By Bryon Hayes
Comment Staff

.......--

The Bridgewater State College
Lady Bears played their final
home game of the season on
Saturday~ February 27, with BSC
taking the game, against North
Adams State, 61-48. With this
victory, the Lady Bears quest to
be the ECAC Division III Tournament champions begins.
North Adams began the game
with a total of five players, with
the sixth entering the game
around the 9:00 mark. The team
took an early lead of four, thanks
to two Chris Lisieri baskets.
On the first six possessions,
the five-man team stripped BSC
of. the ball consistently. The Lady
Bears finaHy scored their first
basket at the 16:56 mark, and did
not stop until the 12:00 mark. In
these five minutest BSC went on
a 12~0 run to take the lead 14-4.
They were never behind again.

The score at the 10:00 mark was
·BSC 16 and North Adams 8.
The Lady Bears biggest lead did
not come until the end of the first
half, when Kerry McGovern
scored to put the team ·up by 19.
The half ended with the Bears up

by 17, 33~16.
The action of the first half
continued for BSC. quickly increasing their lead to 22, 51"'.29,

as Mary Cawley sunk two foul
shots. After this, · both teams
would be scoreless for over four

minutes.
North Adams managed to pull
within 13, but that was the closest the team would get. The game
ended with Bridgewater winning

61-48.
·Almost half of North Adams
State's second half· points were
scored at the foul line. In the first·
half, ·the team had no oppor~
tunities to attempt foul shots.
This situation changed in the
second. when North Adams made

15 ou~ of 19 foul shots:.
Bridgewater also did well at the
foul line .. After only two foul
shots in. the first half, they
·converted 9 out of 10, and for the
game went 11 for 12;
.
High scorer for the Lady Bears
was Cawley with 12~ followed by
Katrina Antonelis who had 10,
including two 3-:pointers.. North
Adams high scorers- were Lisien
having 15, •·and Gail ·Bonenfani
with 10.
.
Before the game started, Stacey
Belton was given an award of
appreciation, by Coach· Paul Mahoney, for her contribution to the
team, and for being the only
senior player.
Earlier in the week, the Lady
Bears defeated Fitchburg State by
the score of 76~58. and . lost to
Salem State, 103-66.
Against Fitchburg, Cawley was
the leading scorer with . 20,
· followed by Lynn Malkasian who

Going up- .Bridgewater player Lynn Malkasian makes a
play here as North Adams players look on. The Lady Bears
easily won, 61~48, and now advance to the Division Ill
Tournament. ( Photo by Paul Cournoyer)
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Gymnasts end season at the ECAC's:
score best team total for the year
By Sarah Duggan
Comment staff
The BSC gymnasts traveled to
Salem State to participate in the
ECAC Gymnastics Championships. Bridgewater finished with a
season high score of 146.75 at
the ECAC's.
All around competitor Teresa
Spencer shined with a total score
of 30.65. Spencer consistently
performed in each event ana captured the top team score on the
balance beam with a 7.7. Spencer
will be returning as a senior next
season.
Captain Sharon Heraty finished
out the season with a strong 30.2
all-around total. Heraty earned a
solid 8.0 on the vault and the
floor exercise. Senior Lady Bear
Heraty will be missed by all the
team members and coach. Heraty's enthusiasm and spirit made
the tense practices enjoyable
Excellence- Senior Sharon Heraty performs in the throughout her four years at
floor exercises during the New Englands, held here Bridg~water..
at Bridgewater. She received a 7.40 score for her Sem~r. Jen And~rson, a very
compeuuve, determined gymnast,
efforts. (Photo by Paula Roberts)
gave her last performance with
the BSC Gymnastics team. Anderson earned top team scores on
the vault (8.1) and the uneven

ort Shorts
Supervis~r

The Men's basketball finals
The Wrestling team competed
in the New England Division III
Wrestling Championships this
weekend at WPI. Rob O'Donnell
placed 5th in the 142 lb division,
which is a highly competitive
class.

Intramurals
Basketball
Women's basketball finals will
be held Tuesday March 8th at
8:00 pm. The match up will be
between Bo's Finest, featuring
some of Bo Ruggerio's finest
basketball players against
OASIS. OASIS boasts players
such as Athletic Director Cecila
Demarco and Asst. Basketball
Coach DeeDee Enabenter. This is
a game not to be missed.

~-~~ded:

are yet to be announced. Don't· Co-ed Volleyballis still needed
miss out on the excitement of the for fourth quarter. This a paid
Intramural Championships!
position. If interested see Kathy
Stockman or Sue Crosby in Rm
114 or 113 at the Kelly
Soccer
Gymnasium.
In last Sunday night's Semifinal
Co-ed Soccer action Coors Crew
beat the Hansons to advance to
Sports writers are needed for
the finals. Intiating Rotations
and Men's Tennis. If
Baseball
were defeated by ZABADA.
anyone
would
be interested in
. Sunday, March 6th at 6:00 pm
covering one of these teams
ZABADA meets Coors Crew for
this . spring stop by the
the Championship.
Comment office anytime.

is

Writers

Lady Bea.rs
victorious

Rosters:
Pick up rosters for Co-ed or
Men's
Softball,
Co-ed
Volleyball,
and
Men's
Streethockey in the Intramural
office. Sign up now for these
fourth quarter sports.

contributed 16.
The Salem State game was
different. Only two players man-

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • aged to break into double figures.
•
• Cawley had· 19, while Rogers

:• Let's go Scuba Diving! :• contributed14.
High scorers for Salem were
••• Treat yourself to the Underwater Experience! Learn to scuba •••
•••

dive with Underwater Outfitters. The course consists of 5
classroom-pool sessions, .followed by 2 ocean dives this
: spring. Receive your PADI certification card. Ten students
• per class. Evening classes starting in March. Call to hold your
: place in this course. Ask about our student discount!

•

•:

.
:

Underwater
Out·ft"tte"'S®
.1. i

:

•

•

:.
•
:

•

4 Porter Street
Stoughton, MA 02072

!

(617) 341-4800

•

•

••
•
•,.

•

•

•

•
••

•
•
•
•
•
•

:
.

. .

•

-

•
•

Across from the Post Office, on the side of the H&R Block building. •

Hours 10:00 a.m. to S:OOp.m.
Monday .. Saturday

Tricia O'Brien with 20, followed
by Kim Lord and Barbara
Tourville who both had 16.
The game was close ·until" the
first half, with the score showing
Salem up by seven, 48-41. But
Salem poured it on to win by 3i
points .
On Monday, February 29., the
Lady Bears were selected to play

:

, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Clark University in the first
round of the ECAC Division III
tournament.. Ttie game will be
played on Wednesday March 2 at
Clark University ... Game time
will be 7:00. The winner of this
game will play Eastern Conn·ect· t Stat . th
. f' 1
icu
em· e semimas .
The other teams competing in the
tournament are Babson, SMU,
and Westfield State.

bars (8.3). Anderson will be remembered for her persistence ~nd
drive to be her best. Her strength.
and power often ]eft audiences and
fellow competitors in awe. Anderson will be missed as her BSC
gymnastics career is now over!
Senior Sue Jacob completes
her four years on the team as a
creative uneven bar performer.
Sue's light hearted friendliness
will be missed by everyone.
Looking back on the season, a
positive team spirit will be remembered. The participation in
the ECAC's was a perfect climax
for the team. Hopeful. returning
members of the team to be noted
are Lynn Palmeiri. Palmeiri's
stamina and great improvement
in her gymnastics ability inspired
the team. Palmeiri concluded the
year with a clean, dancy routine
on the floor exercise in the
ECAC meet receiving a 6.55.
Kelly Powers (6.6) on the beam,
Leslie Varnerin, Teresa Spencer
and Captain Sarah Duggan had no
falls on the beam which is an
amazing accomplishment in a
meet.
Carol Hanagan, one of Bridgewater's outstanding tumblers
earned a 7 .25 on floor exercise.

The freshmen members of the
team Debbie Bill. Denise Hig- .
gins and Kristen Swain all
received in the 7 .0 range for
scores in the ECAC meet.
Sophomore Debbie MacDonald
plagued with injuries this season
still has hopes for a comeback
next year. MacDonald states, "I
do hope to be unbroken soon!"
MacDonald may recuperate and
return even stronger next year.
Sophomore Sue Lowell must be
noted for her continuous team
support and optimism. Lowell
organized the scores from the
judges at the head table. Lowell
gave team members confidence in
their ability and put 100% of
herself into calculating the team
scores consistently. The BSC gymna'stics team has
seen great improvement. The
college, student, and faculty support has grown this year to
enhance the excitement of the
sport. The team wishes to thank
Coach Andrea Kelleher and the
wonderful support the college
community gave to the team.
The encouragement helped heighten the gymnastics team's accomplishment~.
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Classifieds
PART TIME - HOME
MAILIN G PROGRA M! Excellen t income! Details,
send self-addre ssed, stamped
envelope . West. Box 5877.

Hillside, NJ 07205.
TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly
at home! Write: P.O. Box 17,
Clark, N .J. 07066.
LOCAL AND NATION WIDE EDUCA TIONAL
PLACEM ENT SERVIC E:
Teachers/ School Administrators seeking entry level or
professio nal advancem ent.
Contact: Dr. Mack, Education
Job Search, Box 223, Georgetown, MA 01833

(617) 352-8473.
MUSICI ANS AND ENTERTA INERS: Earn extra
money performin g for small
groups of patients in a living
room setting for approximately
one hour. Infonnal and relaxed.
Call Shirley "Ezemis at the
Brockton Hospital at 586-2600
X 2543 for more information.
EASY WORK - Excellent
Pay! Assemble products at
home. Call for information.
312-741-8400, ext. A-1967.
HIRING GOVER NMENT
'"

immediat e openings without

waiting list or test. $15,000 $68,000. Call (602) 838-8885,
ext. 7630.

HOSTES SES WANTE D day and night time· po~itions.
Immedi ately
position s
available~ Competit ive wages.
No. experience needed. Apply
in person at El Torito•s ln

Midclleboro.
BOUNC ERS WANTE D most exciting night club in the
area. No experienc e needed.
Competitive wages. Apply in
person at El Torito's in
Middleboro. Ask for R0n.
TYPE - term papers and
resumes on computer system.
Call Maureen at 697-4825.
CONCE RNED - are you
concerne d ·about the Boston
Church of Christ? You should
be! We can help with the
resources and answers, please
write: Concerne d, P .0. Box
427, Bridgewater, MA 02324.

Ove r 3,000
peop le
wee kly will
read· your
ads in
The· Com men t
Call
697- 1200
ext. 2158

Spring Break Lottery -

Curren t Reside nce Hall Studen ts - The Housing
Contract deadline is Friday, March 11, 1988. The $50 deposit is to be
paid at the Student Payment Office. The Housing Contract and the
Green receipt (given for the $50 deposit) are to be returned to your
RD by the deadline. Please note the following dates: April I I, 12,
13 - Apartmen t Lottery. May 2, 3, 5 - General Room Lottery.

What's Happen ing in Retail Manag ement? - the time

Career s in Investm ents - a

a minimum $50 pot will be
awarded. The cash prize increases with the number of tickets sold. A
$1 investme nt· gives you two chances to be the lucky winners!
SAMS. the managem ent club, is sponsorin g the raffle and tickets can
be obtained from any member. Watch for our table outside the
bookstore all this week. The winner will be announce d on March 9,
1988.

is ripe to discover exciting new opportun ities in retail managem ent.
Brian Schwab, manager of The Foot Locker at the Westgate Mall in
Brockton, addresses importan t issues for anyone consideri ng a career
in this or a related field. Learn from this man's experienc e and plan
your strategy now. SAMS, the managem ent club, is presentin g this
lecture on March 9 in the Maxwell Library·( room L340) at 3:00 pm.
All are welcome!! Refreshm ents will be served. Note: The Spring
Break Lottery winner will be announce d at this meeting.

M.A.D.D. - "Spring

Break" is nearing and members of Florida
Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) are concerne d about your
safety during this time. We want.you to enjoy all that our state has to
offer and return home with memories of a pleasant vacation.
In years past, there have been out-of-state students who have not had
the opportunity to savor these memories . Each year there are those
who have lost their lives due to driving imparired by drugs or alcohol.
Please come to Florida, enjoy our beaches and all that our state has to
offer, but do not drink and drive. Make your spring break safe.

Juniors Be Aware - the

faculty and librarians at Bridgewa ter
State College are rewardin g a year's full tuition scholarsh ip in
memory of those faculty and librarians who have died while in
service. The Scholarsh ip will consist of tuition for two successiv e
semesters . The following criteria have been establish ed: 1. The
receipient must be in the junior class and will have complete d at least
2 full time consecuti ve semester s to be eligible. 2. Academi c
standing at Bridgewater State College will be a primary consideration'
for this award. 3. Service to Bridgewa ter State College must be
documented in the materials submitted to the Selection Committ ee by
the candidate . The applicatio n process will consist of: 1. Any
qualified candidate may make direct application through the Office of

~~~;;~~s q"uiiliflca:o::~

b.

~~~emen;:f~~~ad~m:c·;~!t~~~,,_

by an official stamped transcript from the Registrar . c. Three letters
of recomme ndation, one of which must be outside of the major
department. d. Other support materials. ·

College Schola rship Progra m -

applicati ons are now
available. for a number of scholarsh ips and awards which will be
presented to undergraduates at Honors Day and Alumni Day in April.
Awards in the amount of $100 to $1000 will be presented . For
informati on please consult the Student Handbook, pages 1B-121.
Applicati on forms are available outside the Office of Students
Services in Boyden Hall, at the Financial Aid Office in Tillingha st
Hall and at the Information Booth in the Campus Center and must be
completed by Friday, March 11, 1988.

Bu.rnell School to hold Olympics - as it did in 1980 and
1984, the Burnell School faculty is planning for \a school-w ide
Olympics , to be held May 9-13. In preparati on for the Olympics ,
each class is .studying one or more countries and will represent those
countries in the week's events. Physical Educatio n Professo r Sam·
Baumgar ten requests the assistance of anyone on campus who may
have lived in or visited one of the countries being studied, and who
can offer the students information about that country in the form of
slide, vide(). or film presentat ions, informal talks, or displays or art
objects or clothing, etc. If you· would like to help, please contact
Professor Baumgart en at the Burnell School, ext.· 1315. The countries
being studied include: United States, Sweden, Korea, Mexico, Great
Britain, Canada, Ghana, Switzerla nd, Qermany , Greece, China, Peru,
Iran, Haiti, Hungary, and Cambodia.

Don McLean Comes to BSC! - the campus center program
committee presents singer Don McLean on Thursday , March 3 lst at 8
p.m. in the Adrian Rondilea u Campus Center Auditoriu m. Come see
his hits such as American Pie, Crying and Vincent performe d live[
Tickets are on sale at the i~formation booth prior to the· concert.
Prices are $2 BSC students. $3 senior citizens and children, and $4
general public.

Studen t Poetry Readin g and Contes t:

BSC students
interested in participating in a night of poetry reading are asked to
submit 3.5 poe~s to the English Departme nt by Wednesd ay, March
3l. Selected students will then be invited to read their poems on
Wednesd ay, April .13. A prize.wil l be awarded for the outstandi ng
poem submitted . Poets should include telephon e numbers and
addresses with their submissions.

career in investme nt is both
challengi ng and financiall y rewarding! Learn about the ins and outs of
this exciting field from an expert. Joseph Bitterly. Vice President of
Paine Webber, NY, will talk about Careers in Investme nt on
Wednesctay. March 2nd, at 2 p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall.
Admissio n is FREE and refreshme nts will be served.

1988-89 Financ ial Aid Forms Availab le - Financia l
Aid forms for the 1988-89 award year are now available in the
Financial Aid Office in Tillingha st Hall. Students are being advised to
apply early (as soon after Janaury 1, 1988 as possible) . Filing a
complete Financial Aid Applicati on; an P.A. F., Bridgewa ter Aid
Application, student Federal 1040 Tax Form and parent Federal tax
form (if required) is now required for all programs . This applies to
Guarante ed Student Loans, State Scholarsh ips, College Work Study,
Tuition Waivers, Pell Grants, Perkins Loans, Suppleme ntal Grants,
etc. April 1st is the Financial Aid Applicati on priority date for the
1988-89 year. Please note: this date is earlier than previous years to
allow for increasin g processin g time associate d with new Federal
Financial Aid laws. Again, students are advised to file early. Late
applicant s are not assured of notificati on prior to the fall semester
billing deadlines.

Amnesty Interna tional - a group of students here at BSC are
forming a campus branch of Amnesty Internatio nal. If you are
interested and care about human rights than you should take the time
and find out about AL We meet every Monday at 3 p.m. in room
206 of the science building. If you cannot join us for the meetings,
you will be seeing our informati onal displays by the bookstore.

Notes From the Catholi c Center - Conflrmation Pra~am
at the Catholic Center - The Catholic Center will sponsor a. program · .
.
l~a~ing to the reception of the Sacramen t of Confif!lla~o.i:i. }'he
sessions wi!lbe held every Wednesd ay evening, from 6:30 8:00.
Anyone wishing to prepare for the sacramen t shourG""c'Oiiracl the
Center.
Daily Mass Schedule Change - A daily liturgy is held at the Catholic
Center on Monday through Friday at 12:10. The Sunday Liturgy are
held on Saturday at 4 p.m. and Sunday at 9 a.m., 10:45 a.m. and 7
p.m.
Need Help? Contact Father Bob or Sister Jo-Ann at 697-2402
ANYTIME.

to

Bridge water State College Childr en's Theatr e will be performin g a Russian fairy tale called The Two Maples by
Eugene Schwartz . It will be held in the Rondilea u Campus Center
Auditoriu m on Thursday March 10 at 10 a.m., Friday March 11 at 10
a.m., 1 p.m. and 7 p.m., Saturday March 12 at 1:30 p.m.; Monday
March 14 at 10 a.m. and Tuesday March 15 at 10 a.m. Tickets prices
are $2 and there are group rates. For informati on or reservatio ns
please telephone 617 697-1321 .
·

Vector Marke ting Annou nces Annua l College
Essay Contes t - the contest is open to both part-time and
full-time undergra duates, enrolled at ·recogniz ed colleges and
universiti es across the country who are not currently or previousl y
employed by Vector Marketin g. Students are asked to write a 500
word essay on the following topic: The Most Importan t Criteria in
Selecting a Potential Employer Upon Graduation. The winning essay
contestan t will receive $500 in scholarsh ip monies. Ten additiona l
runners-up will receive $250 each. All essay contest participan ts will
be offered an opportun ity to interview for a position as a summer
sales represent ative through the Vector Marketin g Corporati on. Copy
must be typed, double-sp aced, on white 8 1!2" x 11 rt. paper and should
not exceed 550 words. All entries should include a return address and
phone number along with the student's class year and major. All
submissi ons will become the property of Vector Marketin g
Corporation. Winners will be notified by mail no later than April 15,
1988. The deadline for entries is April 1, 1988:Ent ries should be sent
to: Vector Marketin g Corp., 1260 Woodlan d Ave., Springfie ld, PA

19064.

Bridge water _State College Choral Society - are you
interested in music? H so, why not join the Bridgewa ter State College·
Choral Society. We meet Monday and Wednesd ay from 3 p.m. to
4: 15 p.m. in the Horace Mann Auditoriu m in Boyden Hall. Earn a
credit toward graduatio n and enjoy doing it. Come and check it out
All are welcome to join.
·

